TIME 2023 will take place at the Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology of NCSR Demokritos. Please see the instructions below for reaching the venue of TIME 2023.

How to reach NCSR Demokritos

From the centre of Athens – Syntagma square

**By Bus:** Take the bus B5 from the Central Railway Station towards Aghia Paraskevi, and get off at the “4th stop of Ag. Paraskevi / Demokritos”. The bus stop is very close to the main entrance of NCSR Demokritos. Depending on the traffic, the journey from the centre of Athens may take from 45 to 60 minutes. Get the OASA Telematics app for real time bus information.

**By Metro and Bus:** Take line 3 of the metro (blue line) to “Doukissis Plakentias” direction and get off at “Nomismatokopio” stop. Follow the “Kondylaki” exit where you can reach the bus station. Take the B5 bus or the 407 and 406 buses towards the direction of Aghia Paraskevi and get off at the “4th stop of Ag. Paraskevi / Demokritos”. The bus stop is next to the main entrance of NCSR Demokritos. Depending on the traffic, this journey from the centre of Athens may take approximately 30 minutes.

**By Taxi:** Taking a taxi from the centre of Athens to NCSR Demokritos costs approximately 10 Euros. Depending on the traffic, the journey from the centre of Athens may take from 20 to 30 minutes.

**By car**
From the Athens International Airport Eleftherios Venizelos

By Bus: Take the bus X95 from the Airport towards Syntagma, and get off at the “Nomismatokopio”. Cross the road to the opposite direction and take the B5 bus or the 407 and 406 buses towards the direction of Aghia Paraskevi, and get off at the “4th stop of Ag. Paraskevi / Demokritos”. The bus stop is very close to the main entrance of NCSR Demokritos. Depending on the traffic, the journey from the airport of Athens may take from 60 to 75 minutes.

By Metro and Bus: Take line 3 of the metro (blue line) to “Agia Marina” direction and get off at “Nomismatokopio” stop. Follow the “Kondylaki” exit where you can reach the bus station. Take the B5 bus or the 407 and 406 buses towards the direction of Aghia Paraskevi, and get off at the “4th stop of Ag. Paraskevi / Demokritos”. The bus stop is next to the main entrance of NCSR Demokritos. Depending on the traffic, this journey from the airport of Athens may take approximately 35 minutes.

By Taxi: Taking a taxi from the airport of Athens to NCSR Demokritos costs approximately 20 Euros. Depending on the traffic, the journey from the centre of Athens may take approximately 20 minutes.

By car:
How to reach the Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology from the Gate of NCSR Demokritos

Please walk to Building 8.